The Multicultural Center Rededicates itself to the Johnson & Wales Community

“The Multicultural Center received a face lift in the hopes to attract new cultural faces.”

On September 27, the Multicultural Center was rededicated to the campus community. Karrien K. Kanston, director of the center, opened the program with a brief history of the Multicultural Center. The program was well attended by students, staff, and employees of the University. Entertainment was provided by the school's own adjunct Professor Richard Carbone and friends. The jazz band added a wonderful touch to a joyful occasion.

Mr. Kanston recognized two of the University's outstanding student leaders: Vice President of the Student Government Jerelyn Campes and the President of the International Club Senia Saeed for their support of the Multicultural Center who both gave a brief speech. Thomas Farrell, dean of the John Hazen White School of Arts & Sciences, spoke about the future "diversity" vision point and the importance of the Multicultural Center. The Dean expressed to the students that if they say they are going to do something then they should make sure it gets done.

The program’s climax came when Kanston presented two plaques, one with the date of when the Center was first dedicated to the University community and the rededication date, and a second plaque with the mission statement of the Center and the past two directors' names (Prof. Thomas Gaines founding director & Bernard Pitts-Wiley second director) and dates worked. The plaques will be hung in the Center for future reference.

Kanston told the audience that the Multicultural Center's doors are open to the whole campus community. He wants the campus community to know that the Center is not only for Blacks and Latinos but is for all people of different races, creeds, shapes, sizes, professional backgrounds, lifestyles, religions, ages, gender, sexual orientations, professional positions, education, and any other differences. He welcomes all its use of the services of the Center.

The event ended with a special thanks to James Clements, Jr., assistant director of the Multicultural Center, Office Assistants Tobogo Hirschfeld, Ibrahim Othman and work-study students for their outstanding support.

The Center now has a handicapped restroom, new carpet, new ceiling, sound system with hearing impaired capability, restruc-tured stained glass windows, and a new office.

New Tourist Potato Head Receives Racial Attention!

Is this Hawaiian dressed and beached tanned Mr. Potato Head a racial problem?

As many tourists visit Rhode Island and enjoy seeing the Hashbro Potato Heads, others are seeing one particular 'tater as a racist image. The "Tourist Potato Head," with his Hawaiian shirt and straw hat, may be taken down from its location at Warwick City Hall.

Affirmative-action officials are bothered by the garments and skin tone of the potato head and feel violated by its meaning. The creator of this particular 'tater is Kathy Szarko, who didn't expect to receive such negative feedback after unveiling this new potato head. Her simple plan was to create a potato head with a tourist's tan.

With forty different potato heads spread throughout the whole state, many other heads are dressed in ethnic clothing and perceived in many different ways. The state has implemented these heads to gain the interest of tourists around the country, not to promote racism or discrimination. The "Tourist Tater" has been showcased for more than four months, which were the main tourist months, before these speculations occurred. Szarko explained her creation as "just a potato, which is dark brown anyway, who had a suntan."

Warwick Mayor Scott Avedisian is working to make the appropriate arrangements concerning the potato head and the meaning behind its clothing and skiing tone. If in the area of Warwick City Hall, stop to see this controversial Mr. Potato Head.
Olympic Village Still Safe and Secure

As the Olympic games go on and athletes bring home medals and honor, the Olympic Village remains in good condition. During the 1996 Olympics, tourists placed a bomb in a trash can located several hundred feet from the nightly activities. This hasn’t been the case thus far in Sydney.

Although some Bulgarians have been sent home for theft of goods, "no drugs or any harmful substines have been found and everything seems to be running smoothly," said Graham Richardson, the village mayor. The village is a temporary home for nearly 17,000 and needs to be safe at all times of the day and night. Security is kept in place throughout the games and events.

J & W Students Step to Class with Style

Men & Women Fall Fashions
Melanie Avton
Fashion Writer

As the new school year begins, students can't help but check out what other fellow Johnson & Wales students are wearing. Each person brings his or her own unique style to the campus, but there are some trends that are common among students here at J & W. Walking around campus, it's evident that the most essential element of style to students is comfort. It's important to feel comfortable and dress casually, while at the same time looking trendy.

Fashion faves among the females on campus seem to be capri pants, ankle length skirts, classic black pants, length shirts, ankle length boots and platform shoes, and different versions of the timeless jean jacket. Whereas the males on campus don't seem to be nearly as fashion conscious. Jeans, T-shirts, sweatshirts, and sweaters seem to suit the majority of them just fine. GAP and Abercrombie & Fitch are commonly worn labels for both genders. They are symbols of comfort and style for the college student.

But besides the trends here at Johnson and Wales, the fashion world is constantly evolving and creating newers trends. According to magazines such as Cosmopolitan and Elle, this season's hottest trends for women will include anything sueded and leather, plaid, stylish trench coats, gold and little bits of fur here and there. As for the future of fashion, it seems to have a lot to do with the new millennium. With the promise of a new century, also comes the promise of new styles and trends, which may go along with cyberspace advancements and groundbreaking technology sure to come with the 21st century.

Futuristic fabrics and space age influences such as metalic prints and silver and gold tones have been cropping up the last few seasons and will continue to do so. These styles have unmistakably reflected our transition to a new millennium and will without a doubt shine through in the emerging trends of the future.

Marketing Intern

Travel publishing company on Pine St. seeks intern to assist sales staff. Job involves maintaining Lotus database, assembling media kits, light office work. Flexible hours, minimum 10 hours per week. Contact Carolyn Bouchard at 401-274-3370.
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THE RACE IS OVER...
THE WINNING TEAM IS HERE
AT JWU!

You worked hard to get to Johnson and Wales – and you’ll be on the run just to STAY here. You deserve a computer that works just as hard as you do – and fortunately, there’s a place right on campus that can keep your computer running at your fast pace... with qualified, A+ certified service technicians who can diagnose any problem, tell you what’s wrong in plain English – and, more importantly, FIX IT FAST! Stop running all over town – the winning TEAM is here!

Need a new brand-name desktop or laptop system? A hardware or RAM upgrade for an existing system? Peripherals? We can help with that, too. With more than 17 YEARS of experience behind you, you will win – with OUR Team!

HERE’S A FEW OF OUR CURRENT SPECIALS:

**HP BRIO Celeron 600MHz**
with 15” HP Monitor
64MB RAM, 10GB Hard Drive
40X CD-ROM, 56K Modem
10/100 PCI Ethernet Card
Keyboard, Mouse, External Speakers
Windows98, 3 year warranty $995
17” AOC Monitor ADD $99

**HP BRIO Intel Pentium III 667MHz**
with 17” HP Monitor
64MB RAM, 30GB Hard Drive
40X CD-ROM
SCSI 56/100 Modem
10/100 PCI Ethernet Card
Keyboard, Mouse, External Speakers
Windows98, 3 year warranty $1349

**HP INKJET 840C** $159
8 ppm black; 6 ppm color • 600 dpi black; 300 color.
8 built-in fonts; 35 TrueType. Single cartridge black and color printing; no snapping cartridges! For DOS, Windows 3.1 and Windows 98 Systems. 1000-page monthly duty cycle. 1-year Express Exchange warranty.

COME VISIT OUR STORE - AND RECEIVE A FREE GIFT!

**TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS... TODAY**

291 Westminster Ave
Providence • 401-598-1515

- FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL STAFF
- SALES & SERVICE, ALL MAJOR BRANDS
- UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES
- CONVENIENT HOURS:
  MON. - FRI., 9 AM - 5 PM, SAT. 9 AM - NOON
Team Computer

"Friendly, Reliable, Convient
Service for J & W Students"

Team Computer Products, Inc. has announced the opening of another college store at 291 Westminster Avenue in Providence to serve Johnson & Wales University with computer sales and service for most major computer brands. Team’s store will be right on the Johnson & Wales campus for the convenience of students and faculty, according to Daniel Graierstein, general manager for the company.

“We’re pleased to partner with Johnson & Wales in this enterprise,” noted Graierstein. “Team has nearly two decades of experience in the college market; we understand the computer needs of students. They want fast, reliable, competent service; competitively priced major-brand computers, monitors and peripherals; and technicians who speak in language non-technicians can understand.”

Team Computer has been selling and servicing computer systems in both higher educational institutions and public schools throughout Connecticut since 1983. Team has established programs at Yale University, the University of New Haven, the University of Hartford, Quinnipiac College, Saint Joseph College, the Connecticut State University System, Albertus Magnus, Rensselaer University, and the Hamden Public School System. Team is an authorized educational reseller for all major brands – including IBM, Compaq, NEC, Hewlett-Packard, Dell, Toshiba and Gateway; a reseller partner with Ingram Alliance Distribution, MicroAge and TechData; and a major educational dealer for Microsoft, Corel, Lotus, and others, as well as servicing Apple Computers.

Howard Cuthcart has been hired as Store Manager for the new Johnson & Wales operation. Cuthcart was previously employed by the Franklin Public Schools as a system engineer for the school district. Along with various technology certifications, he has a degree in computer science and many years of experience in the technology field. Prior to his service with the Franklin Public School System, Cuthcart was a service manager for a major retail chain. Rounding out the store’s staff, Michael Paulino and Peter Wasarou have been named system engineers for the facility.

The Team Computer store at Johnson & Wales officially opened for operations on August 30. For more information, contact Team at 988-1518.

Interested students are invited to attend any of the following workshops offered by the Office of Student Success Department.

Time Management: October 4, 2000 - 7:45pm HAC Library: Per. 2 & 7 Women's Concerns Center

Note-taking Assistance: October 11, 2000 - 7:45pm HAC Library: Per. 2 & 7 Women's Concerns Center

Test-taking Strategies: October 18, 2000 - 7:45pm HAC Library: Per. 2 & 7 Women's Concerns Center

Stress Management: October 25, 2000 - 7:45pm HAC Library: Per. 2 & 7 Women's Concerns Center

The Women's Concerns Center is located on the first floor of Plantations Hall.

CHRISTIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP

OCTOBER CALENDAR

Tuesday Night Truth: October 3, 10, 17, 21, 8pm 2nd Floor Harborside Rec. Center

Small Groups: Downtown: Sundays, Oct. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 @ 6pm, 2nd floor of the Library, Call Amanda Zobrist, x3552 for sign up.

Culinary: TBA Call Michelle or Theresa @ 521-3542

Focus: Meeting every class day, 9:00am-9:05am for prayer and focus, Protestant Campus Ministry office, CBCS

Church Rides: Given every Sunday, call Florence @ 351-5923 by Saturday to sign up: Oct. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29

Events: Saturday Oct. 7: Fall Picnic @ Lincoln Woods State Park, begins 1pm. Call X2445 to sign up. Sunday Lunch, Oct. 22. Free Food on the weekend! 1pm at Andy and Amy's X2445 to sign up.

Fall Conference: "To Whom Shall We Go?" October 27-29, Northborough, MA Call x2445 for more information or to sign up.

J & W News Brief

- Johnson & Wales adds new faculty: College of Business - Ron Bachman, Robert Fitzpatrick, Anthony Fruzetti, Mark Goudreau, Paul Gounaris, Marie Higgins, Barbara Lindberg, Jeffrey Logan, Susan Robottom and Crystal Taylor.

- College of Culinary Arts - Christina Harvey and Lynn Trippe

- The Hospitality College - Kathleen Drohan

- John Hazen White School of Arts & Sciences - Marian Gagnon, Sayeda Khattan, William Lenox, Scott Papp, Lucille Lisas, Laura Galligan, Patricia Overdeep and Cheryl Almeida

- School of Technology - Deborah Canning, Patricia Arnoldi and Elaine Day

- Alan Shawn Feinstein Graduate School - Loanne Crossman

- Dr. Richard J. Kosh of West Warwick, R.I., has been promoted to the newly created position of University Provost at Johnson & Wales University. In his new position, Dr. Kosh will be the chief academic officer at the University and will have system-wide responsibility for enhancing and maintaining Johnson & Wales' position as the world's leading career university.

Library Hours:
- Mon. - Thurs. 8am-Midnight
- Fri. & Sat. - 8am-6pm
- Sun. - 8am - Midnight

Harborside Fitness Center
- Mon. - Thurs. 6am-10pm
- Fri. & Sat. - 6am - 8pm
- Sun. - 6am - 8pm

No Fee Checking

with Just $100

Another Reason to Smile!

You don't have to study a lot of checking accounts to know that FIRSTFED has the best checking account in town. A FIRSTcheck Account means no fee checking with just a $100 minimum balance, plus your first order of 200 checks are free! Add to that 24-hour access to your funds with FIRSTFEDonline, a Visa Check Card and 24-hour automated telephone banking and you have a no brainer!*

FIRSTFED

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK OF AMERICA
WHAT'S NEXT IN COMMUNITY BANKING.
888-243-BANK (2265) Press 5
Visit www.firstfedamerica.com for Online Banking Info!

*$100 daily minimum balance in FIRSTcheck Account to avoid monthly fee. **$5 monthly FIRSTFEDonline BillPay fee waived until February 1, 2001. Visa Check Card offered to qualified applicants.

Member FDIC Equal Housing Lender
Rhode Island Restaurant Tour

Critiquing Restaurants around the City of Providence

NAPA VALLEY GRILLE

David Hildebrandt, Brian Kello, Cherie LeViot Restaurant Review

Have you ever wondered if there are any good restaurants in Rhode Island? Chances are there is one at every single corner and in every single community in Rhode Island. Well the three of us (David Hildebrandt, Brian Kello, and Cherie LeViot) have taken it upon ourselves to try and inform the Johnson & Wales community about some of the best, and most affordable restaurants. We will be visiting roughly fifteen different establishments throughout the area.

Now to the good stuff...... On Friday, September 22 at about 8:45 pm we all started on our new adventure. We traveled to the Napa Valley Grille, in the Providence Place Mall. Once we were seated by a waitress named Danielle, we received an extensive wine list of which Danielle was very knowledgeable. It turns out the staff has a wine tasting every Wednesday. This means if you are the wine enthusiast and are looking for a new wine to taste, Napa Valley Grille is just the place for you. After about 10 minutes of gazing at the menu in awe, we finally decided on our choices for the evening. Their menu is very diverse in entrée selection as well as cooking styles. Prices are a little higher than most restaurants, but are definitely worth every penny. Soups are around $4.95, and appetizers and salads range from $7.95 - $8.85. Our entrées were between $17.95 - $24.95. The desserts were only $7. These prices seem very high at first glance, but let us assure you that they are truly worth it.

Cherie chose an astonishing potablella and potato bisque, which was perfectly seasoned and not overly salty like many soups are. David chose what he thought was going to be a fried calamari and shrimp appetizer. Boy, was he in for a treat? He not only got calamari and shrimp that were perfectly deep-fried accompanied with fried lemons, oranges, and capers. This was a definite surprise. The lemons were a little overpowering, but their dipping sauce proved to be the perfect complement to the high intensity lemons. Brian chose an heirloom salad which consisted of yellow and red tomatoes, fresh mozzarella and aged balsamic vinaigretto. This salad was definitely the perfect example of the latest in culinary trends. The word that came to mind to describe this dish was incredible.

The manager, Michael Darshy, then came over and had a brief talk with us. Before we knew it we were being preceded and served our main course. David had a baked chicken with an apple-based sauce. The sauce was excellent and complemented the chicken perfectly, which was a little dry. A simple serving of macaroni and cheese accompanied the chicken. Yes, that’s right, good old mac and cheese as well as some broccoli rabe, which was not up to par. Brian had that day special, a grilled sirloin steak with a sweet cabernet sauce and smoked tomato butter. The steak was cooked to perfection and exactly medium rare, just as Brian wanted it. It was served with fried shoestring onions, piled mile high, which we all felt a great liking to. Cherie chose the penne with grilled chicken in an Indonesian curry sauce. On first smell we all thought this pasta would be overpowering. Boy were we wrong, way wrong. This pasta had such a succulent flavor that we are still salivating over it today.

After all that, we still had room for dessert. We knew we would be in for a treat, and that it was. The pastry chef, Adrian Vasquez does a superb job on the use of height and intriguing designs for his plate presentations. Brian’s chocolate mouse-brownie dessert had a sweet surprise as he cut into it. Under the mouse was a layer of sweet raspberries. Cherie had a Hazelnut-Blueberry tart, topped with vanilla bean ice cream on top of a sweet mango sauce, that was still warm and burning with the tang of chili. Brian’s dessert, the only freshest berries and, before long, we all had our forks in her dessert. Dave had a blackberry pear dessert, and it was absolutely delicious. The only disappointment was that there were only a couple of blackberries, but maybe we are just desiring blackberry fans. We were thoroughly impressed with the service at Napa Valley as well as the food. Good service always makes for a great place to eat. Remember that Family/Homecoming week is coming up and this would be a great place to take your family or that special someone. Join us in the next issue as our next adventure will be to Chez’s Waterfront. Oh... and yes both bathrooms were spotless. Until next time... Happy dining.

........Opinions!?

Lenza's Library

Featuring: While Was Gone
By: Sue Miller

Do you ever wonder what would happen if the last meet up with you one day?
Jo Becker Norris had her life planned for her. She was a married medical school student by her parents' choice and was sure to live happily ever after, but it did not last that long. She soon realized that she was not part of her own life and decided that she needed to find herself before she could settle down.

In the summer of 1968, Jo Becker Norris arrived on the steps of a Cambridge home, inside was a world she knew nothing about but would soon come to be a big part of it. After being casually interviewed by the housemates she (using the assumed name Felicia Stead) was accepted into the group. For one year, six people lived together in a house that had no rules, no restrictions and nothing but good times. Felicia soon befriended Dana, another female in the house and the two were soon best friends. Felicia was the person Jo was afraid to be. All of the carefree living stopped the night Felicia came home and faced a horrific scene. After this, the house was left empty.

Decades later, Jo had the life she dreamed of. She worked in a veterinary clinic, had wonderful husband named Daniel, and three beautiful daughters. Jo could not be happier, she was in love with the man of her dreams with a great family to share him for. Everything seemed to be just the way one would hope. One day, the past walks in the clinic. Eli Mayhew was a housemate of hers in Cambridge and Jo started to feel things that she had not felt in years. The two soon became friendly and started meeting and having dinner with each other. They talked about the past, the present and the future. Soon Jo's marriage began to suffer as a result of her new-found friend. Daniel started to pull away, Jo planned to meet Eli in Boston one day and it was this that dramatically changed the characters' lives. What happens next profoundly affects Jo and her family.

This book will make you laugh, make you cry and most of all makes you think about your past. The book gives you an understanding of what could happen if just one event in your life was dealt with in a different way. What would you change, if anything?

S.O.T.P Speed of Thought Players
Outrageous and wacky Improvisational comedy, Tons of audience interaction.

Friday Nights 10:15 pm $5

W.O. FREE ADMISSIONS! with this ad for any of these shows... One person, Expires Oct. 31, 2000

Wednesday Nights 8:30 $5.
Marc Gilday's MAGIC in the CITY
An all-star line-up of illusionists hosted by MARC GILDAY
Thursday Nights 8:30 $5.
TALENT NIGHT with Charlie Hall
Comics, singers, musicians, poets, all welcomed, $15 for dinner included. $5 for show only.
S. O. T. P. SPEED OF THOUGHT PLAYERS
Outrageous and wacky Improvisational comedy, Tons of audience interaction.

Friday Nights 10:15 pm $5.
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Thursday Nights 8:30 $5.

TALENT NIGHT with Charlie Hall
Comics, singers, musicians, poets, all welcomed, $15 for dinner included. $5 for show only.
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Democracy was the buzzword on Saturday, September 16, when Rhode Island held "Pledge to Vote Democracy Compact Youth Forum" at the Providence Performing Art Center. The forum's intent was to share the soapbox with younger American voters. So they could voice their complaints or social woes.

In attendance were Senator Lincoln Chafee, Republican Bob Weygand, Secretary of State Jim Langevin, Steve Cabral, Robert Tingle, Chris Young, Kenneth Proulx, Rodney Driver, and Dorman Hayes Jr. There was also a youth panel that addressed the hopeful senators and congressmen.

No one asked the infamous "Boxer or Brief" questions. Instead our peers hit the candidates hardest with such topics as youth health insurance, environmental laws, college finances, gun violence, inner city life, and other youth concerns.

Not only were the candidates surprised, they seemed unprepared to answer questions on such heavy topics. The forum turned into a crude game of political dodge ball. The youths in the crowd became annoyed and restless as candidates began to avoid question after question. No one seemed to really address our generation's concerns. Many of the candidates seemed very aware of the cameras by plugging themselves at every opportunity. Our own Nic Evans, student government president, did not back down by trying to get the panelists focused on the issues at hand. Nic was an excellent representative for Johnson & Wales.

The Youth Forum was not a complete loss, it made our generation realize it's time to break the cookie cutter mold of politicians and start placing people in office, who do represent our America. So it is up to us to change the political pattern of our society. VOTE!

OPEN EACH FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY IN OCTOBER PLUS COLUMBUS DAY MONDAY AND HALLOWEEN TUESDAY Oct. 31 from 6:00PM - CLOSED Oct. 15 - "SORRY!"

admission ticket includes:

FOUR SPOOKTACULAR HAUNTED HOUSES
including the ALL NEW

Elvira's Nightmare
HAUNTED HOUSE

PLUS MANY SCARY ATTRACTIONS
And A Monster Midway

24 HOUR INFO LINE 978-838-0200
WWW.SPOOKYWORLD.COM

"The Largest Halloween Celebration in the World"
- Entertainment Tonight

"Spooky World is a great family event!" - Willard Scott/Today Show-NBC

Plenty of Tickets Available at the Spooky World Box Office

$3 OFF EACH ADMISSION
UP TO A FAMILY OF FIVE - A $15 VALUE!
OFFER GOOD FRIDAY, SATURDAY & COLUMBUS DAY MONDAY & HALLOWEEN TUESDAY IN OCTOBER 2000 ONLY
EXTREME TEAM COLLEGE GAMES ARE ALMOST HERE

ONLY ON: ZILO

BROUGHT TO YOU BY: ALERO Oldsmobile.

JOHNSON & WALES AT HARBORSDIE CAMPUS OCT. 14
FIND OUT MORE @ ZILO.COM

MOUNTAINBIKING, CLIMBING, ADVENTURE RACING AND OTHERS
Remember the Titans
Chik Nekwosu
Movie Review
Happiness, Joy, Excitement, Sadness, Pain...
These are all emotions that you will feel when watching "Remember The Titans".

The star of this production is Denzel Washington (Coach Boone), yes ladies, the one and only DENEZEL, he is the head coach of the high school. The story line is centered on the T.C. William High School football team; you guys must be feeling this movie. Other popular stars in the movie include Will Patton (Coach Yoast), the emotional coach, Donald Faison (Pete), who starred in "Clueless" as Aaaryn, Wood Harris (Big Ju). Some of the fresh faces include Kip Pardue (Sunshine), and Kristin Leigh-Jones (Niccy Boone), Denzel's daughter.

One word that comes to mind during the length of the movie, Racism, this movie is a perfect example of what life was like during the integration period. It addresses the issue of racial discrimination during the 1970's. In 1971, three schools of different ethnic backgrounds were mixed, people didn't take well to this change. This also meant that the football team would consist of white and black boys. As you watch this movie, you will discover why these boys were the first to jump over the racial discrimination line, why they did it and the effect it had on the rest of the school and town.

This movie also shows how Coach Boone (Denzel), the first black coach in T.C. William High School, overcame all the oppositions and triumphed over all his trials. At the beginning of the movie, he came off as a hard ruthless man who only cares about football and his career as a football coach, but as the movie goes on, you will go on an emotional roller coaster with this man and his choices in life.

Coach Boone and Coach Yoast would be what most people consider a bad cop and goo cop combination. Boone had his strengths and weaknessess, and Yoast helped him where he was weak. You would wonder what weakness a great person like the coach would possess, but you would have to see the movie to figure it out.

For those of you out there who may not be interested in another "Varsity Blue", have no fear, this movie has a lot of lessons to teach and information to give you apart from the game of football. For those of you who want to watch some football, then you got it. This movie would be considered one with a serious message to give to the audience, but there is a lot of comic relief in it also. The boys keep you smiling or laughing from beginning to end. There might be a few drops of tears, but all to a good avail.

"One of Denzel's best performances ever"
Chika Nekwosu
Chika gives this movie: ****

American Cancer Society:
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer
Walk set for October 15
People from across Rhode Island are joining together on October 15, to fight breast cancer during the American Cancer Society's eighth annual Making Strides Against Breast Cancer event. This 5-mile walk will take place in Downtown Providence at Station Park at 8:30 a.m. registration takes place from 7 a.m. - 8:15 a.m.
For 24 - hour cancer info., please dial 1-800-ACS-2345 or log on to www.cancer.org

WEDNESDAY NTIE LIVE:
Rob Paravonian
October 25
Showtime 9 pm
Harborside Rec. Center 2nd Fl.
FREE
Brought to you by UIB
Creative Writing
“The Freedom Move”
Jessie Phillips

"That's everything," my father said as he set down my TV on the floor.
"Do you want us to help you unpack?" My mother asked. I could tell she didn't want me to leave just yet. She was having a severe case of the empty nest syndrome. I was the last of her children to leave home, and I knew she wasn't ready for it.

"No, I want to get settled by myself." I hoped the sooner we said good-bye the less messy things would get. "Ok, I guess I'll see you in October when we come to visit." dad said, and gave me a hug.

What my mother did next surprised me. "Have fun, and if you need anything, call us," she said. Then she gave me a hug and she and my dad left. No crying, no babbling on about how much she loved me, nothing. I was a little puzzled. I didn't dwell it on for long though, because another thought quickly popped into my head. I'm free!

It had been eighteen years living in the same small town, in the same house, dealing with the same people, the same everything. Now, finally, what I had yearned for so long... change. For the first time in my life, I'm living in a new place, I don't know anyone, and everything is unfamiliar. It's the most incredible feeling I've experienced in a long time.

Are you bored? Not sure what to do with your day? Here are a few ideas better than the norm!

The Feinstein Community Service Center at Johnson & Wales wants your help. We have many upcoming events and we need the help of volunteers.

* From October 5 through October 8, we are looking for volunteers to help at a downtown event; assisting with purchasing, glazing, and firing ceramic pieces for up to four hours on any day. This event is to benefit City Center Contemporary Arts.
* October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month! Please do your part to help end the fight. We need students to help for 1-3 hours on October 15, at the Make-A-Stride Against Breast Cancer five-mile walk.
* Hasbro Children's Hospital is sponsoring the Ocean State Marathon on November 10 - 12. Volunteers are needed for various times and activities.

Looking for a PT/FT job that's fun, flexible, and will pay well for school? How does up to a $1000 per year sound?

That's right T.G.I. Friday's has a tuition reimbursement benefit. That if you qualify, you can receive up to a $1000 per year.

Apply in person
1385 South Washington Street
North Attleboro, MA 02760
(508) 643-7488
"Dirty, lazy, smelly, a waste of taxpayers money, a drain on the econo-
y..." When you ask the typical person what words they would use to describe the hungry and homeless population within our society, these, or words very similar to these, might come to mind. To be honest, before this past summer, I may have been guilty of using one or two of these terms to make reference to some of those particular individuals. In hindsight, I am quite ashamed of the fact that I was ignorant enough to fall subject to stereotyping and my own precon-
ceived notions about this fragile popula-
tion.

As a new staff member in the Feinstein Community Service Department here at Johnson & Wales, I was assigned to a project in which I would conduct in-depth informational interviews with both the directors and clients of several shelters, emergency feeding sites and food rescue facilities in the nearby community. The reasons for this project were twofold. First, I wanted to better familiarize myself with the sites and people I'd be working with in the upcoming year. And second, I wanted to open my eyes to the real problems and issues the community faces on a daily basis.

As I began the first interview, I was extremely nervous as to the responses I would get to some of the more personal questions I would be ask-
ing. Much to my surprise, throughout the entire interview process, I began looking at the clients from a very different per-
spective, and I began to more clearly understand why they were in the position they were in. Surprisingly, many of the clients were not much different from you or me. In fact, many of them, at one point in their lives, had achieved more than I could ever hope for. I met college graduates, former stockbrokers, family

people want are the same opportunities that many of us take for granted. They want to be treated like people and not just as an obligation to the community. They realize that society frowns upon them, and to walk through life as a burden to others does not help anyone feel like a valuable component to society. Their understanding of their position was strik-
ingly obvious as I could see the sadness in their eyes, a sadness that no one should have to bear.

It is time for change. If I can spend 30 minutes with Don, Wesley, Renee, Desiree and the many others I was fortunate enough to meet, and have a complete reversal of notions within me about who these members of the com-

The Rewards for Being A Teacher
Just get even Better!

THE TEACHER REWARD PROGRAM
O% Interest Student Loan

Teaching has its own rewards. Your salary pays basic needs, but it doesn’t pay retirement or medical insurance. Most teachers are forced to spend their own hard earned money to pay for their own retirement and medical insurance. A new, lower payment system is created for eligible teachers. That’s right, it’s even more rewarding.

Tuition aid is earned for up to three years of service.

Just register at the special site for the first year or at the special site for the second or third year, pay the amounts due in a reasonable manner, and you will receive the maximum tuition reduction for the year. You will also receive a benefit of eligibility after one year of service.

The Teachers Reward Program.

Sometimes you can assassinate a leader without firing a shot.

GARY OLDMAN JOAN ALLEN JEFF BRIDGES CHRISTIAN SLATER

THE CONTENDER

Coming Soon To A Theatre Near You
The Campus Herald
Calendar of Events

Thursday, Oct. 5
Movie Night: Shaft @ HRC 2nd fl 9pm
AA Meeting, Hospitality Center Ri Room 7pm
WV vs. Roger Williams w/ Assumption @ HRC 6pm

Friday, Oct. 6
PLC interviews, u-Hall 3rd fl 10am
10 Pin Bowling 10am Cost: $9 per player, including shoes Calcix1615 for
more info
J & W Golf vs. Daniel Webster 1pm

Saturday, Oct. 7
CSF Picnic @ Lincoln Woods State Park 2pm Call x2445 for more info
WV vs. Emmanuel @ Pierce Stadium 1pm

Sunday, Oct. 8
Movie Matinee: Shaft EVRC 2nd fl 9pm
Catholic Mass/Newman Club @ MCC 1pm
Tia Chi for Health 6-7pm FREE Call x1615 for more info.
NOA Meeting @ u-Hall Presentation Room 4pm

Tuesday, Oct. 10
Commuter Tuesday @ Café Commons & Chestnuts 10:30am - 12:30pm
CSF- TNT @ HRC 2nd fl 8pm
FBLA-PBL, Pizza & Movie Night 6pm
Latin Swing Dance 7-9pm FREE Call x1615 for more info
WIST vs. UMASS-Dartmouth @ Pierce Stadium 7pm

Wednesday, Oct. 11
Bowling & Billiards 7-9pm FREE Call x1615 for more info.
WT vs. Western New England @ Moses Brown 3:30pm

Thursday, Oct. 12
Groove Phi Groove Founders Day
Movie Night: Dinosaurus @ HRC 2nd fl 9pm
AA Meeting, Hospitality Center Ri Room 7pm
WV vs. Coast Guard @ HRC 7pm

Friday, Oct. 13
Family & Homecoming Weekend
PLC Meeting @ u-Hall 3rd fl 8am
Alkido Instructions 6:30-9pm Call x1615 for more info.

Saturday, Oct. 14
Family & Homecoming Weekend
WV vs. Simmons w/ Emerson @ HRC 1pm
Extreme Team College Games @ Harborside Campus
Call x4682 for more info or to sign-up a team

Sunday, Oct. 15
Family & Homecoming Weekend
Movie Matinee: Dinosaurus @ HRC 2nd fl 9pm
CSF - Homecoming Worship @ Faith Baptist Church 8:30am & 11am
Tia Chi for Health 6-7pm FREE Call x1615 for more info.

Monday, Oct. 16
TCI Open Meeting @ CBC816 6-9pm
Alkido Instructions 6:30-9pm Call x1615 for more info.
WV vs. Pine Manor @ Pierce Stadium 4pm
President's Round Table @ PF 5-8pm

Tuesday, Oct. 17
Commuter Tuesday @ Café Commons & Chestnuts 10:30am - 12:30pm
CSF- TNT @ HRC 2nd fl 8pm
Latin Swing Dance 7-9pm Call x1615 for more info.
WT vs. Pine Manor @ Moses Brown 3:30pm

Wednesday, Oct. 18
The Campus Herald Released
Wednesday Night Live: Featuring Time Young @ HRC 2nd fl 8pm
Bowling and Billiards 7-9pm FREE Call x1615 for more info.

K E
The brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon would like to congratulate Chris Selke in his election to the IFC Treasurer. We also want to thank the Zeta Beta Tau brothers for football. It was close but we'll have a rematch. Also, to the sisters of Sigma Delta Tau, rice try!

K S Σ Φ
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma would like to congratulate our newest members: Lance Landry Tony Tassoulias Frank Gobe Joe Lanzos
These four men from Agawam, Mass. are the first and only honorary brothers of Phi Kappa.
We would like to thank all those who attended the Memorial Pig Roast for Chris Hayes. With everyone's help we raised over $10,000 for the Chris Hayes Memorial Fund. Thank you to all the freshmen that attended the informational visit at culinary. If you have any questions call the house.
First Floor 277-9882, Second floor: 821-9880, Third floor: 821-2869 or visit our website www.phikap-
AST, we had a blast at our get-together.
It was definitely an anchor party, D Phi E, get ready for this year... Hide everything!
That's, SOT, Phi Sig, everyone, we're waiting.

Σ Φ Σ Φ
The sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma would like to thank all the sororities for a successful informal rush 2000.
Congratulations to all new members, it is a journey of a lifetime.
To all sisters thanks for a great September 2000. It was awesome and we have pictures to prove it! (Flash-cowboy, HAHA) To our alum who will be joining us October 13th, 2000, we all miss you and love you, The weekend will be great! Once A Phi Sig always A Phi Sig!
Good luck to our new Executive Board for 2000-
2001 year. Brenna Phillips-President
Molly Bradle (Marly Bradle)–Vice President
Jillian Fogarty-Member-At-Large
Niki Romanowski-NPC Delegate
Nicole Cordesio-Treasurer
Michelle Gregampto-Rush Chair
Ashalee Firth–Secretary
You girls have big shoes to fill, (HAHA) we all know you will do a great job! Good luck! We are stronger than ever and the year has just begun! Keep it up ladies!
Once A PHI SIG Always A PHI SIG.

Δ Σ Φ
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi would like to congratulate Kylie McCormick on his new position as Vice President. We also wish all the sororities and fraternities good luck during RUSH.
Also we want to give birthday shout outs to J.D Cummings, Erica Davis & James Harris. Congrats "Otto" on your upcoming wedding.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY "BRACHS” “Sparky” & "WHO!"

Σ Φ Σ Φ
To Holly:
I can’t believe it’s been two years since that night.
A guy drove drunk and thought it was all right,
He not only took your life, but he took mine too.
For I have felt alone ever since then.
Many days and nights, your face appears to me,
I know your spirit is flying free,
We would have graduated this year walking side by side,
But instead I hear your laughter as the wind blows.

MCC - Multicultural Center
WV - Women's Tennis
CSF - Christian Student Fellowship
PLC - Presidents Leadership Council
FBLA - Future Business Leaders of America
HRC - HarborSide Recreation Center
PF - Pepsi Forum
SQA - Student Government Association
Association
TCH - The campus Herald
WS - Women's Soccer
- Tuesday Night Truth
WT - Women's Tennis
- Tuesday Night Truth
WT - Women's Tennis
WV - Women's Volleyball

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Happy 21st Birthday to Brother Michael Fallen. His about time!
Also, a belated Happy 21st Birthday to brother John Gombeaux. Thanks to all of the brothers who joined "Brockie" on his birthday trip to Foxwoods.
Lastly, we would like to congratulate Brothers Gabe Goodhope and Paul Lackey on their recent hiring by Fidelity Investments. You made it!
The Campus Herald is Holding a contest!!

The first two students to identify the five picture above (location or area) will receive a pair of tickets to Spooky World!

Special dates apply to the tickets.

Contact The Campus Herald with answers at 598-2867 or campusherlad@& w.edu

Supplies are limited only two winners!!

"Click on the Perfect Job"

Heather Goode
Staff Writer

Remember scrambling through want ads in the Sunday paper, circling jobs never receiving a response? They’re almost gone but not forgotten. How easy is it now just to log on to a computer, maneuver a mouse and click online job sites.

More and more people are realizing that the Internet has so much to offer. That the dot.com world is taking over. The recent job searching process is much more strenuous than ever before with the increasing unemployment soaring up to a nation’s high.

There are many web search engines such as AOL, Yahoo, MSN, and EXIS that deal with specific careers that are used to guide first time users through the process. Then you can always use the all purpose sites like monster.com, & hotjobs.com. "It is much better to go online with defined notion of your ideal job, but it’s also good to be flexible," said Janet Pech, who went to monster.com and found a successful job just a few weeks ago.

Pech currently works as senior editor of about.com but has accepted a position as conference producer at the Institute for International Research. It is also better to indicate your salary restrictions and geographic wants, when searching. After being on monster.com two times, Pech received e-mails from the site regarding jobs that fit her specifications.

There are more job seekers using this method to find successful jobs. There is an option on most sites to post a resume. There is no cover letter needed and this makes the search much easier for the employers to see what you have to offer. "One other benefit to posting your resume is employers can come to you with jobs that you never even knew existed," said Pech. Where as searching in the paper narrows down job options.

Submitting a resume electronically does take away from your traditional resume, with the cover letter, references, and salaries but unlike the hard-copied resumes often get reformat ted. Posting a resume on an Internet job site is an easy process where you are guided every step of the way.

Suggestions are given involving the removal of bullet points and bold print to all applicants.

The Sunday want ads are still well alive but this is the Y2K year and technology is leading the way. Jump into the new millennium with the perfect net job by posting a resume online.

Wednesday Nite Live....and it’s FREE

Starring.......

Tim Young

Harborside Recreation Center 2nd Fl.

UIB Event Oct. 18 at 9 pm

The Lovely Ladies of CI-J

&

The Hermanas of SAY

Invite You To our 2nd Annual

Slumber Party

Food, Games, Movies

&

Much More...

For Ladies Only

Co-sponsored with Ace Hall

The Nations 4th Largest

Telecommunications Company is looking

for motivated self starters.

Earn $1,000, the first month.

Call 401-463-8601 or

Page @ 401-290-1349
J & W Girls
Volleyball: Becoming a Strong force in the GNAC Conference

John Parente
Director Sports Info.

Johnson & Wales volleyball team has had a monkey on its back since joining the Great Northeast Athletic Conference. The 'Cats could never beat St. Joseph College.

In fact, neither could anyone else. From 1997 until last Wednesday, St. Joe's had run a string of 42 consecutive GNAC regular-season matches without a loss.

That is, of course, until the Wildcats put a sudden stop on the streak with a 3-0 whitewash at the Harborside RAC.

Indeed, J & W played a near-flawless three games against a Blue Jay team that was good, but not good enough, or deep enough to withstand the Wildcat attack.

After playing so many games against so many of the premier teams in New England over the first three weeks of the season, the Wildcats were ready for their biggest GNAC encounter of the year. And Johnson & Wales took everything St. Joseph College could throw at them, and lost it aside. From the back row play of Jen Lithwin and Patterson Watkins, to the aces served up by Carlie Wosick, to the front court slams of Shana Eigen, Meredith Merrill, and Sarah Haslem, every-things went right for the Wildcats. But there was one other major story.

When freshman Kim Cyr was introduced, she ran over to offer the traditional handshake to Jeanne DiGiacomo, the highly-successful coach of St. Joe's. DiGiacomo playfully and in good fun greeted Cyr with "Oh, a Connecticut girl," not fully knowing that Cyr grew up in East Hartford, just a few miles from the SJC campus in West Hartford. If DiGiacomo wasn't familiar with Cyr before the match, she sure was afterwards.

Cyr, making a rare start, led the Wildcats with 14 kills, including six powerful slams in the first game, when J & W served note that this was to be her night of nights. With Cyr in high gear, and with the help of two of Haslem's four aces, and three kills by Haslem, the 'Cats took game one, 15-6.

St. Joseph College took a lead in the second game, but J & W roared back for a 15-13 win, as Merrill, Eigen, Haslem, and Cyr, each had a pair of kills.

Then, in the third, down 5-8, the Wildcats got their act together for a final turn, and turned their play back to a notch after Coach Jamie Murray called a well-timed time out. Haslem came up with a big dig, three kills, and fabulous floor play. Lithwin served five points to bring the 'Cats back up front, and contributed two digs in the finale as well. When dumps by Eigen and Haslem brought an end to the streak, the 'Cats made quick work of the team that, with J & W, has been the cream of the conference.

The Wildcats step out of the GNAC on Thursday night to face in-state rival Roger Williams and Division II Assumption College at the Harborside RAC, beginning at 6pm. On Thursday, October 12th, J & W faces Coast Guard at seven.

Looking for a "Few Good Sailors"

Johnson & Wales' sailing club is looking for a few more members.

The club, now in its third year, practices with the Brown University team just a few hundred yards from the Harborside Campus on Narragansett Bay.

The team also competes against other colleges and universities each spring and fall.

Although experienced sailors are preferred, anyone with a desire to learn how to sail is invited. For more information, call the Department of Athletics at 598-1600.
Wildcat Soccer has
The Competition on Their Heels

John Parente
Director, Sports Info.

No matter whether it’s a Johnson & Wales men’s or women’s soccer game, seeing the Wildcats in action has definitely been a treat for this year.

The two teams entered the past weekend with a combined record of 17-3-2, and both were enjoying their best starts in the University’s NCAA history.

The men’s team, 9-1 overall, got back on the winning track last Wednesday when they dumped Eastern Nazarene in a nonleague encounter, 4-1.

The women’s team, meanwhile, continued to make history by beating Rhode Island College, 2-1, last Thursday, for their first victory ever over RIC in women’s soccer.

The men’s team’s only loss came after seven straight wins. River’s temporarily derailed the Wildcats in a Great Northeast Athletic Conference game, 5-0.

The women’s team’s last loss is almost ancient history. In the second week of the season, national- ly 15th-ranked Framingham State beat the Wildcats, 2-1, in overtime.

The women’s game against RIC was a classic, decided in jaw-dropping fashion from an unlikely source.

Freshman forward Danielle Kelly lofted a fifty-yard shot neatly into the top corner of the net—a perfectly placed lightning bolt that zapped Rhode Island College’s comeback effort in the 82nd minute.

Granted, Kelly may not have exactly placed the ball where it landed, but it turned out to be an impossible shot for RIC keeper Michaela Morin to stop. It simply rainbowed its way to an unreachable top corner, setting off a thunderous roar from the good-sized crowd that made it to Pierce Stadium on a chilly night for soccer.

The Wildcats had grabbed the lead in the 10th minute when they executed a perfect corner kick conversion. Lucia Sanchez’ corner was headed into the goal by the versatile Mundtjima Abdul-Karim. The freshmen connection’s goal stood for about 20 minutes, until RIC’s Kaitlin Schimmel scored on a breakaway to tie the game at one.

After Kelly’s goal, the ‘Cats relied on another freshman—keeper Jessica Obst, and whatever defense they could muster to hold Rhode Island College off the board. The Wildcats were unlucky throughout the second half. Three shots hit the goal posts, including a pretty shot by Mashael Periy, who deserved better on her effort.

Still, the ‘Cats were able to knock off a game RIC team and go into their showdown with defending GNAC champion Simmons with that gaudy 9-1 mark.

The men’s team defeated Eastern Nazarene behind some of their steadier play to date. Goals by Doug Schulman and “Mimi-Doug,” John Sassman, sealed the win in the later stages of the second half. Sassman assisted on Sassman’s goal.

The Wildcats had spotted the Crusaders a 1-0 lead, but tied about midway through the first half. The ‘Cats then caught a break when ENC inadvertently spanked the ball into its own net—a Rob Conroy shot that was deflected the wrong way for an own goal.

Trevor Foden and Phil Marx shared the goalkeeping duties for the Wildcats, with Foden making five first-half saves and Marx adding five saves of his own in the second.

The Wildcats women return to Pierce Stadium for a pair of games this week. On Wednesday, it’s Southern Vermont at 4:00. On Saturday, J & W faces Emmanuel at 1:00.

The women’s team’s final regular-season home game is another night contest on Tuesday, October 10th against Umass-Dartmouth.

The men’s team is on the road for a grueling six games. They’ll return to Pierce for their final GNAC contest, against Daniel Webster on Saturday, October 21st, at 1:00.

Wildcat Intramural - Non-stop excitement for everyone!

Schedule of Events and Line ups

Spike down Volleyball

October 13: 10 am NoNames vs Bomb Squad
            11 am NoNames vs. Jill Boyer

October 20: 10 am Bomb Squad vs. Jill Boyer
             11 am Bomb Squad vs. NoNames

October 27: 10 am NoNames vs. Jill Boyer
             11 am Bomb Squad vs Jill Boyer

November 3: 10 am Playoff
             11 am Championship

Let’s get ready to rumble........... J & W Flag Football

October 13: 9 am 2 vs. 4
            10 am 1 vs. 3
            11 am 6 vs. 8
            12 pm 7 vs. 9

October 14: 10 am 7 vs. 10
            11 am 11 vs. 13
            12 pm 14 vs 15

October 20: 9 am 2 vs. 3
             10 am 1 vs. 5
             11 am 12 vs 15
             12 pm 8 vs. 10

Student Discounts

Hair Nails Tan

HAIR NAILS TANNING WAXING ELECTROLYSIS

The Arcata
Tint Level
Providence
421-5254

Impulse

*Johnson and Wales Student I.D. Required
### Good & Fast FOOD

Need a quick snack? A lite lunch? A hearty meal? A sweet treat?
From Abu Turkey to Ziti, The Arcade has it all.


---

**The Arcade: America's first indoor marketplace**

A Johnson & Wales University Facility

65 Weybosset Street • Providence, R.I. • 596-1199

Monday – Friday: 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Saturday, June – August: 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Saturday, September – May: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.